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etiquette was prescribed—for instance, the enticing of
customers was prohibited. More important still, a ' stint'
fixed the volume of exports which a member might handle.
The idea of a ' stint' was in accordance with mediaeval gild
principles, it existed in the coal industry in the seventeenth
century, and it is a feature of the modern cartel: hence
it furnishes a remarkable illustration of the continuity of
economic practice through centuries of growth and change.
The market was further controlled by the expedient of a
restraint of shipping whenever the company wished to
prevent a glut or produce a scarcity. Other regulations
limited the maximum period of credit, imposed penalties on
recalcitrant debtors, and endeavoured to maintain a high
grade of quality by the exaction of penalties for defective
wares.
Although the chartered companies were entrenched in The case
the stronghold of privilege and sheltered behind the pr
rogative of the Crown, they were destined one by one to
succumb to the pertinacity of those who assailed the tradi-
tional structure of commerce in the name of economic
liberty. The conflict between the companies and the inter-
lopers or ' free traders' raised a thorny subject of contro-
versy. It involved the crucial question whether communal
discipline or individualism should gain the upper hand, or
(as it was expressed in the seventeenth century) whether
trafficking overseas could be " possibly managed to the
public and assured advantage of the commonwealth better
by all English pretending merchants in a loose (which they
call a frank and free) trade, than by merchants bred up
in the mistery of this trade and associated together under
order and government". On behalf of the regulated com-
panies it was claimed that they enjoyed ' ancient privileges *
in foreign countries, which ensured them inviolability of
person and property, speedy justice against natives, im-
munity from taxes and the right of self-government. In
addition they rendered public services by building 'many
tall, warlike ships', by making loans to the Government,
by preventing frauds in the customs, and by continuing to
buy goods when there was a stoppage of trade abroad.

